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Abstract

The formation of bound exotic atomic systems in a p-ion trap by Auger

capture with neutral injected beams is discussed. From p capture with 8° for

the +
pp-+1T +1T or channel, the angular distribution between the

- preceding L x-ray and the 1T or K would test whether annihilation to +
1T +11'

-
-

-
-

and to K++K- are dynamically similar. From p capture with positronium,

antihydrogen formation is greatly enhanced, our estimated cross section

being 105 larger than the cross section for capture from an equal-energy po-

sitron beam. This would lead to high antihydrogen-production rates.

Introduction

For the past generation, research with 'low-energy' pions and muons has

been extremely fruitful for physics, particularly for those fields outside

the realm of particle physics. The antiproton will prove to be an even more

remarkable tool for such areas because, unlike the 1T and ~ probes, the p

annihilates to provide a unique signal for both atomic- and particle-physics
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studies. Furthermore, as antimatter, it will offer possibilities in the fu-

ture for the experimental completion of symmetry investigations with precise

laser techniques.

In this paper, the discussion of low-energy p research will be restrict-

ed to just two lines of approach, both of which have as a premise that a

low-energy p ion trap can be developed with high particle density (~'06 plee

at E-" keV). By passing a neutral beam of particles such as HO, D°, etc.,
p

or positronium into the p-ion trap (see Fig. 1), the consequent Auger cap-

ture, with its large (geometric) cross section, will yield a high production

rate of atomic protonium, exotic deuterium, etc., or antihydrogen, respec-

tively, in a simple table-top configuration.

j5 ION TRAP

-
-

-

-

NEUTRALS
(H~ D°, ETC)

POSITRONS

POSITRONIUM

TO DETECTORS

(~p. PO, ANTIHYDROGEN)

121-166

-

Fig. 1. Schematic arrangement for production of p atomic systems

from p capture with neutral beams in a p-ion trap. The HO. 0° I etc.

beams (solid line) would be collimated before entering the ion trap.

This is not the case nor is it necessary for positronium (broken

lines) which would be created in the ion trap wall at the site of a

low energy positron moderator. -
-

-
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This paper will briefly cover some of the preconditions necessary to

achieve such capture by concentrating on the atomic protonium (pp) and anti

hydrogen cases. As an example of pp research, angular-distribution measure

ments of the threshold annihilation pp~v++v- or PP~K++K- will be discussed

with the aim of investigating whether these decays are dynamically similar

(as tests of quark models for the decays). The antihydrogen discussion will

be restricted to an estimate of the positronium-p Auger-capture cross sec-

tion and some. preconditions for its utilization for antihydrogen production

in a p-ion trap.

General Considerations

Sources

Hardware exists or is under development.

pp formation. Intense, highly cooled beams of Ff (and D°) from standard

atomic-beam sources are available1
; (at ETH, IHO~1011./5ec at E=O.02±O.01 eV.

Of course the beams are also available polarized.)

Antihydrogen formation. A 0.5 Curie S8 eo ~+ source through a slow-posi

tron moderator2 of single-crystal copper coated with a submonolayer of sul

phur releases a slightly focussed beam of 2.5x106 slow positrons/sec at

about 1 eV. In a typical case, positrons are emitted in three equal chan

nels, slow-positron emission, free-positronium emission and positronium from

surface-state trapping. The mean velocity of such slow positronium atoms is

such that they can travel 2 cm (through the p trap) during one mean lifetime

of the triplet state. The positron emitter 64 eu is available with activities
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103 higher than that of the se co source currently in use. Also higher fluxes

of slow positrons can be made via cascade positrons produced at the beam

dump of an electron accelerator or in pulsed form.

Why measure p 'capture-in-flight'?

(i) It has barely been measured in vacuum. Atomic capture and decay is

gas-pressure dependent. It is difficult to design apparatus and detection

equipment when even the lifetime of the pp is uncertain. One does not know

the n state of p capture; experimental values of the pp lifetime have ranged

from 2-50 ~sec.

-

(ii) The particle and x-ray ranges are large in vacuum. Clearly

drogen must be made and stored in vacuum.

antihy-

(iii) The angular momentum of the annihilation partial waves are unam-

biguously tagged by gating with the previously emitted x-ray of the atomic

- + - +-state. For example, for pp~w +w or K +K , the L x-rays tag the P-wave anni-

hilation (which is 98\ abundant).

(iv) Threshold amplitudes are simpler and can be calibrated with fewer

independent measurements. A later example should clarify this statement.

and 4Hynes

ee,

(these proceedings) for Penning traps and Fischers and Dehmelt6 for r.f.

traps. The p-ion traps for the present utilization should have volumes ~1

4 8 -12with p densities in a range 10 -10 Icc, pressures <10 torr (residual-

gas pressure at 10- 12 torr will result in a p-annihilation background rate

of about 10- 4 per particle per second. See curves in Ref. 7). The

positronium source and low-energy moderators for antiproton formation must

-

--
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be placed at the wall of the trap. The electrodes should be meshed so that

it is transparent to annihilation radiation and antihydrogen. The neutral

beam-line sources must be placed far enough away so that there is no deteri-

oration of the necessary vacuum conditions of the trap. (An atomic-beam hy-

drogen source has been successfully coupled to an r.f. trap.)

ExperiMental Constraints. General

Beam Handlinqand Counting Rates

The p capture on a neutral atomic system takes place when it is energe-

tically favourable for the p to replace the electron which then drifts away

with essentially zero velocity (see later calculation). At the slightly

higher velocities (than those under consideration here) in a storage ring,

this occurs roughly when the p and neutral beams are matched in velocity,

and beam cooling becomes important. However, when the energy of the neutral

beam is around the binding energy of hydrogen (~10 eV), and the p has an

equivalent velocity (or below), then the rate of capture can be approximated

by the simple well known formula,

- R = N N- 0 ,p ( 1)

-.
-

where N- is the p density/cc in the trap, N is the neutral current/cm2 /secp

passing through the trap, and 0 is the Auger capture cross section for the

process under consideration. A standard atomic beam source has a neutral

17 ° 2hydrogen-emission rate of )10 H Icm Isec at E<0.02 eVe With estimates that

N=1015 HO/cm2 /sec (at target), Np=106 p/cm3
, and 0=10- 15 cm2 (Ref. 8), Eq.

(1) yields the enormous pp-production rate,

-----~----------------
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R = 6
10 Isec .

Since the trap can be refilled many times from a reservoir, the p ion-trap-

running.

design 6 - 3conditions (N-=10 p/cm) can be considerably lowered for continuous
p

-
Center-of-Mass Motion and Lifetime

The geometry of the trap and detection equipment for measurement is de-

termined by the velocities and the lifetimes of the systems to be produced,

as well as the velocities and lifetimes of the beams necessary for produc-

tion.

pp and p. The lifetime of p in the trap is determined by collisions

with the residual hydrogen molecules in the trap and is given in Ref. 7 as a

function of pressure. Actually, there are fewer collisions with the residual

gas at the hotter p temperatures. The heating from an r.f. trap can be used

-advantageously for greater-density p storage; capture conditions are even

met at room temperatures. The neutral hydrogen beam is stable and is not a

problem.

-With respect to the created pp system, its lifetime depends critically

upon the capture process. Present experimental values of lifetimes range

from 2-50 ~sec but have not as yet been published. The lifetime 1 n of the pp

system can be estimated from the width r of the dipole transition. For

Ilarge n (n»1). n

-
-
-

-

-
-
-
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- 2 5 2 1r :t "3 a ~c - (2)n 5n

-
thus,

-
3 n

5
( 3)T = 2" ~-5--2- n a ~c

with

Ttotal =
N
[

n=Nfinal
T
n

. (4)

where ~ is the reduced mass of protonium, a=e2 I~c is the fine-structure

constant, c is the velocity of light, n is the orbit of p at capture, and

(Nfinal-1) is the orbit from which annihilation takes place. The lifetime TN

of the pp system is plotted in Fig. 2 for a cascade down the yrast line,

i.e., for circular-orbit transitions n,1=n-1~(n-1), (1=n-2), where in this

case (for annihilation from the atomic P level).

As can be seen in Fig. 2, TN is critically dependent upon the capture

processes (into which n-level capture takes place). An experimental study of

-
N
[

n=3
T

n
(5 )

-.

TN as well as 0 as a function of center-of-mass velocity will not only
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Fig. 2. The pp total lifetime TN to the atomic P level and partial

lifetime 1 for a cascade down the yrast line as a function of the n
n

level into which p capture takes place. This is an estimation from

the dipole approximation (see Eqs. (2)-(5) in text).

Antihydrogen. Unlike pp, antihydrogen as such is stable. However, its

detection to a great extent depends upon the ratio of antihydrogen to pp

formation, the latter from p capture with residual gas which would also give

annihilation background-noise signals. Thus both the formation and detection

of antihydrogen depend critically upon the p-caPture cross section with low-

-
-

-
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energy positronium (later it will be quantitatively shown that such positro-

nium capture dominates over the more usually considered positron capture).

Positronium (e+e-) itself exists in two states; fortunately 3/4 of the

slow e+e- emitted from moderators at E~1 eV are in the triplet state, with a

mean velocity such that the e+e- travels about 2 cm during its mean lifetime

of 1.42x10- 7 sec. As stated previously, this is of sufficient length to pe-

3 -netrate a ~1 cm p ion trap. Note again that in a typical case, there is

about equal emission of slow e+e- and e+ after the moderator. To velocity

match a 1-eV e+e- beam, the trap should contain 4-keV pIS with proportional

ly lower energy pIS at lower e+e- energy, but velocity matching need not be

perfect.

Euaples

- + - +-
PJ>'+'Ir +1T or K +K

The analysis of the angular correlation of the following weak (~O.2\)

annihilation branch will serve as an example of new measurements that can be

performed with a Pion trap at threshold energies,

3 p .. + + 1T K+ + K1T or
o - - <0 ( 6)·R + P .. pp

p .. + K+ + K
2

1f + 'If or

- Specifically, one determines WeB), the angular correlation between the out-

going 1ft or K! and the direction of the L x-ray (emitted just before annihi-

determined that 98\ of the annihilation occurs from P waves; the preceding L.-.
lation) (see Fig. 3 and Appendix A for details). Asterix . 9exper1ments have

-

-

x-ray average energy is 1.7 keV.
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LX-RAY

Jt!'C----!----y
~p Al RE<,T

+Fig. 3. The pp~w +w decay in the center-of-mass coordinate system.

The OZ a~is represents the direction of the last emitted atomic pho-

ton .(L x-ray) detected before annihilation. The allowed atomic E1

transitions (dm=~1, dmtO) between the 5ubstates along the 02 quantum

a~is create an atomic p-state alignment which yields an L ~-ray-w

angular correlation.

The role of the L x-ray is vital, and its detection performs three inde-

pendent functions: (i) It helps determine the annihilation vertices. (ii) It

tags the annihilation-orbital angular momentum (P wave). (iii) It aligns the

P atomic state so that angular-correlation effects can be measured by in-

flight. capture.

As calculated in Appendix A, the angular correlation between the Lx-ray

and the n meson has the form

-

-
...

-

-
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(7)
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where 8 is the angle between the L x-ray and the w (or I) direction (as

shown in Fig. 3), and the C parameters are defined in Appendix A. See also

Ref. 10.

The experiment determines the Co and C
1

parameters which are functions

. .. - + - + -of the J=O and J=2 partial-wave Intensltles for the process NN~w w or K K

extrapolated to threshold energies. Under the assumption that the ato.ic D-

state m sublevel~ are equally populated (i.e., there is no atomic O-state

alignment), that the P state is entirely populated via £1 decays and using

extrapolated values of the Sand 0 annihilation partial waves given in Ap-

pendix A, our theoretical estimates yield C
1

=-O.046. In a situation, where

the proton is polarized, C
1

can vary from -0.046 when the proton spin is pa

rallel to the x-ray direction, to +0.092 when the proton spin is perpendicu-

lar to the x-ray direction. However, the main point is that a determination

of the C coefficients yields the threshold partial-wave intensities. Such a

• +determination for both branches (w- ,1-) would reveal whether annihilation to

+ - + -
U u and K K are dynamically similar. Thus the data would provide important

tests for quark models of these annihilations.

- Antihydroqen. Comparison of Positronium

Cross Sections

+ -(e e ) to Positron Capture

-

As a first step for antihydrogen research, a practical means of antihy-

dIogen production must be attained. If the e+ penetrates the p-ion trap as

low-energy e+ e- (E.:: 1 eV, see earlier sections), a 105 enhancement in the

antihydrogen formation can be attained via Auger capture, as compared to the
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radiative capture from the unbound e+. The cross sections can be estimated

1 6 8) b d 1 . d8
I 11. . 1 d' b' d 1 F(E'2R.=. eV can ecru e y estlmate In a SImp e a 18 at1c mo e. or

distances r>Ro=O.64ao (ao=¥2/ e2me > between the positron and the antiproton,

the energy eigenvalue t(r) of the electron is negative, corresponding to a -

low energyat very- + - - + -p+e e "pe +eThe cross section for the process

as follows:

bound state. For a (static) value of r less than Ro ' the electron is no

longer bound, i.e., it can move to large distances from the pe+ system

without additional supply of energy.

The adiabatic potential between p and e+ is then given by V(r)=t(r)-

2 1 + -e /r+ 2R., where the last term is the binding energy of the e e system. For

a given initial energy E and impact parameter B, the classical distance R of

closest approach is given by E=V(R)+EB2 /R2
. The requirement that R~Ro

results in an upper limit for the impact parameter B'Bo where

-

-

All 8(Bo lead to conditions where the electron is unbound and under

these adiabatic assumptions therefore will drift away with essentially zero

1 - +velocity. For E'2R~, the pe system must then be left in a bound state of

= (8 ) -
-

negative energy. This Auger-capture cross section is then given by 0(1)
A

which, after insertion of Ro ' becomes

At low energies, the antiproton may be reflected from the barrier in

the radial potential. For large distances, V(r) can be calculated in pertur-

O.32x10- 16 cm2 (1+36 eV/E) . ( 9)

-
-

-
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B 2 3 4as V{r)~9/4 e (2ao ) Ir. The barrier height is

223 2at the distance Rb = 36e ao/(EB ). The condition E)Vb then

- =
-16 2--35x10 em 11eV/E , (10)

which equals o~1) for E-0.1 eV. Thus for energies below 0.1 eV, we use oi2),

( 1)
and for energies above 0.1 eV, we use 0A ' i.e.,

Min{ ° (1) 0 ( 2 ) }
A ' A

(11 )

The geometric cross + - . 2 2 -16section of the e e system 1S 0G=w<r >=2wao=9.4x10

--

cm2 which is the value of 0A at about 1 eV. Thus, at lower energies, 0A is

significantly larger than 0G. The above estimate uses the procedure devel

8 11oped for processes I , where a heavier (classical) particle is involved in-

stead of the positron considered here. One should therefore be cautious with

the above results, especially in the region E~O.1 eV, although comparable

. 8 11 12processes lead to cross sections of the same orders of magn1tude' I •

- The cross section for the radiative capture process of

levels of principal quantum number n is given by13 ,

+e by pinto

o (n)
'Y

= (12)

-

-

The total cross section is then approximately
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•
a = r a (n) ~ I~/2o,(X)dX,

n=1
,

-
223 i In(1+4R./E) (13)= 0.9811' a a R

0 •

-
- 21 2 11.3eVx10 em E In(1+54eV/E) .

E (t'V)

Fig. 4. Estimated capture cross sections for antihydrogen production

from (radiative) positron capture ° or (Auger) positronium capture, .

0A with p as a function of energy E (see Eqs. (8)-(13) in text).

-

-
-
-
-

Auger-capture cross section 0A exceeds the positron radiative capture cross

section ° by about five orders of magnitude.,.

In Fig. 4, we show both 0, and 0A as function of energy. The positronium

-
-
-

-
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, By use of Eq. (1) with the following estimates: 0A = 10- 15 cm2 (for

6 8 + - 2 64
E + -=1 eV), N-=10 Icc, and N=10 e e lem Isec (from a 50-e eu source withe e p

+low-energy P moderator) an antihydrogen-formation rate,

I)i = O. 1/see

can be achieved without enhancement or source development*. At lower e+e-

. + -energies and by brute force, l.e., by e e source development, by pion-trap

technology, or by enhancement tricks, several orders of magnitude increases

of antihydrogen-production rates above the previous modest estimate may be

possible.

- +-The p+e e capture cross section in an ion trap can be measured by the

• + - + -equlvalent p+e e rate, which should be the same. Note that for a 1-eV e e ,

velocity matched to the proton, the HD produced would have 4-keV energy,

easi.ly measurable by a channeltron. The p-ion trap for antihydrogen produc-

tion and detection could be developed and tested with protons without the

use of expensive p facilities. The apparatus can be simple and of table-top

* This formation rate was questioned at the workshop due to a misunder-

-
-
-

--.-

standing about collimation of the positronium 'beam'. Positronium is created

at the low energy positron moderator in the wall of the p ion trap and all

positronium entering the trap through the forward 2v solid angel are

utilized for antihydrogen formation. The fact that there is no need for col-

limation was the reason for the misunderstanding and there was general

agreement at discussions after the session that the formation rate given

here is essentially correct.
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-
dimensions. The production of antihydrogen opens up the possibility of

experiments with antimatter, for example laser experiments which would test

CPT invariance to a high degree of accuracy. ~
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Appendix

-
The annihilation + - .of an pp bound state to w w 1S closely related to

- + -. .the scattering process p + p ~ w + w . ThlS scatteIlnq process is usually

described in terms of the helicity amplitudes fi of Frazer and FUlco14 and

these same helicity amplitudes can also be used to calculate the bound state

annihilation probabilities. While scattering measurements provide infor-

mation on the total scattering amplitude, which is a sum over all angular

momentum states, the bound state annihilation probabilities have the advan-

tage of providing information on particular angular momentum states. For

-
-

-
--
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example the annihilation probability from the 3 S1 state can be related to

the threshold values of f~, while the annihilation probabilities from the

3 p 3 states can be related to the threshold value of fO and f~
0

and P2 +
respectively. Here we concentrate on annihilation from the 3 p and 3 p

0 2

states and use the threshold behaviours of f O and f2 which are of the form+ ±

bound state. If the binding energy is EB then the total energy of the system

is 2Mc 2
- EB and the momentum of the free pions is given by

-. ( 16)

The proton momentum cannot be calculated in this way since the pp system is

bound and in principle p varies from 0 to -. However for the 1P state EB «

Me2 and the r.m.s. value <p2 >1/2 is ~ 3 MeV/c. Since this value is so small

we assume that the same threshold behaviour holds in this off mass shell

situation and we end up with an angular distribution of the n+ with respect

to the preceeding L x-ray direction of the form

W{3 P + - 1 kt Ie ,2 ( 17).. 11' 11' ) ;;: -q- 0
8n

s M3 +

,.....
W(3 p .. 11'+1T-) 41 5 kt Ie 1

2
( 1

3 2= --q -41 cos 8) ( 18)
2

192n
s M

-.
where

--
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( 19 )

R1p(P) being the Fourier transform of the 1P radial wave function. We have

Jalso assumed that the m sublevels of the P2 state are populated by electric

dipole transistions so that the relative populations are

(m = !2) (m = !1) (m = 0) = 42 39 : 38 .

If the energy resolution is good enough then it is possible to resolve the

3p and 3p levels and make separate measurements of their annihilation
0 2

probabilities to 11+11'
- thus determining Ic+t and IC I. This is probably,

difficult in practice and so it may well be better to measure a total P-

state annihilation probability to 11'+11'- and use the cos2 e term in the angular
-

distribution of 11'+ w.r.t. the L x-ray to separate IC+I and IC_I.

To give a feeling for the sizes involved we have estimated IC+I and

IC_I by extrapolating down to threshold the 11'11' - NN helicity amplitudes of

distribution by

Mart.in 15and Morgan. If we define the total P-stat.e annihilation -
-

+ -W(P .. 11 lJ ) (20)

(21 )

, 3 + -(the P,and P
t

' components of the P-state cannot annihilate to 11' 11' ),

we obtain Co = 0.023 meV/steradian and C
t

= -0.046.

then

-
-

-
-
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Another approach is to try to construct a quark model description of

the annihilation process. If we take the results of Kohno and Weise16 then

c+ i~ about 3 times larger and C about half as large as the extrapolated

Martin and Morgan values. This enhances the isotropic 3PO part giving Co =

0.099 meV/steradian and C = -0.0045. These authors also use their model to
1

calculate the annihilation to K+K-, and in this case they find that the 3 P2

part is totally dominant giving Co = 0.00038 meV/steradian and C
1

= -0.0732.

Thus measurements of the values of C
1

in the P-state annihilation to w+w

and to K+K- can provide a valuable check on such a quark model calculation

of these processes.

A similar analysis can be carried out in the case where the proton of

the pp bound state is polarized. If 100\ polarization survives until the

annihilation then the angular distribution becomes modified to

- (22)

where a is the angle between the proton spin direction and the Lx-ray.

(Earlier we considered the same process in the situation where there is no

spin-orbit splitting of the 1P level. In this, unfortunately unrealistic,

-. situation more complicated interference effects 1 7occur .) Thus the 2cos e

-.

coefficient can vary from -3/41 to + 6/41 depending on the value of a. A

study of the variation of the C
1

coefficient as a is varied can provide

information on how much of the initial proton polarization survives during

the cascade from the high n level where the pp bound state is initially

formed to the n=2 1P level where the annihilation takes place. Such

information would be of interest in atomic physics studies of this cascade

process.
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